Experimental study of the effects of a six-level
phase mask on a digital holographic storage system
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We measure the My# and the bit-error rate of a digital holographic storage system with a 4f optical
arrangement for three configurations: recording at the Fourier plane with and without a phase mask
and recording outside the Fourier plane without a phase mask. Unexpectedly, no significant change in
the dynamic range was observed when a phase mask was used to record in thick crystals. However, we
show that a phase mask is a key component in a 4f digital holographic storage system if high-fidelity
holograms with optimum volumetric density are to be stored. © 1998 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 090.0090, 210.4810.

1. Introduction

Holographic data storage was first proposed in the
early 1960’s. Much effort has recently been put into
its development because of the potential to provide a
fast readout rate and high capacity.1– 8 These capabilities come about through the multiplexing of twodimensional pixel arrays with a data rate of up to 1
Gbitysec.9 One of the most extensively used optical
configurations is the Fourier transform configuration
~4f configuration!, shown schematically in Fig. 1. It
is based on recording holograms at the Fourier transform plane of the binary input-data page. This can
be accomplished in practice if a spatial light modulator ~SLM! is positioned at the front focal plane of a
lens and the holographic recording medium at its
back focal plane. The hologram is recorded by the
superimposing of a collimated beam ~the reference
beam! and the data-bearing beam ~object beam! inside the recording medium, creating a phase grating
as a result of the material photosensitivity. The output of the data page is retrieved at the back focal
plane of a second lens, which performs an inverse
Fourier transformation of the stored hologram, and
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finally a detector array ~CCD! transforms the optical
image into an electronic signal.
Among possible recording materials, photorefractive crystals10 have emerged as one of the candidates for holographic storage media. Some of their
attractive properties include reversibility, and thus
erasability, a potentially useful response time, sensitivity, and a good dynamic range.
Storage at the Fourier transform plane offers several advantages as opposed to other holographic storage configurations. The hologram size is the
smallest possible at a given pixel size, focal length,
and laser wavelength, which is desirable for high
volumetric densities. For an image-plane geometry
to offer better density, an impractically small SLM
and CCD pixels would be required.11 Another feature is the translational invariance of the Fourier
transform, which facilitates holographic systems
with removable media.
However, since the SLM modulates amplitude and
not phase, large intensity variations occur at the Fourier transform plane. The dc components of all data
pixels interfere constructively with each other at the
Fourier plane, producing a high-intensity peak on the
optical axis of the system. This intense peak, which
carries none of the binary information of interest yet
contains half the total object-beam energy, saturates
the holographic recording material at that location
rapidly.
Several possible solutions have been envisioned12–16
to spread the energy more evenly within the recording medium. One solution consists of placement of
the recording medium behind ~or in front of ! the Fourier plane of the lens system but still between the two

2. Experimental Setup

Fig. 1. Schematic of a holographic data-storage system in a 4f
configuration when ~a! recording at the Fourier transform plane
~FP! using a phase mask, ~b! recording at the Fourier transform
plane, and ~c! placing the recording medium behind the Fourier
plane. The focal length of all lenses that image the SLM into the
CCD is f. The phase mask is imaged into the data mask plane by
use of a telescopic system constituted by the two lenses L.

lenses of the 4f system. The high-intensity peak defocuses away from the Fourier plane; so when it
reaches the recording medium the maximumintensity value has decreased, and the energy is dispersed more uniformly over a larger area.
A second proposed solution is to use a random multilevel phase mask. Burckhardt12 was the first to introduce the concept of a two-level phase mask to
overcome the problem of nonuniform intensity distributions. The idea consists of inserting a twodimensional array of phase pixels into the 4f system so
that it is registered pixel to pixel with the SLM. The
constructive interference at the zero-frequency component is destroyed because of the random phases added
to the SLM pixels. This yields a more uniform energy
distribution at the Fourier transform plane and therefore a substantial reduction in the undesired saturation of the medium. Two-level phase masks have the
advantage that they are simpler to manufacture than
multilevel phase steps, but they do not reduce the variance of the irradiance distributions in either the hologram plane or the reconstructed image plane as
effectively.15 Recent simulations16 indicate that one
of the most optimum designs is a pseudorandom sixlevel phase mask. A scan of the intensity distribution
at the Fourier spectrum with and without this mask
can be seen in Ref. 16.
Making use of the holographic storage tester described earlier,7 we measure and compare the three
configurations mentioned above: recording in the
Fourier transform plane with no phase mask or
with a six-level phase mask and recording away
from the Fourier transform plane. We investigate
the dynamic-range performance by measuring the
My# for different object–reference intensity ratios,
as well as the bit-error rate ~BER! degradation ~using global thresholding! of the three configurations
versus the object-beam exposure.

The input data page was a chrome-on-glass transmission mask containing a two-dimensional array of
256 3 256 pixels with a 36-mm linear dimension and
100% fill factor. Random binary data were represented by means of setting approximately half the pixels to ON and the other half to OFF. Two custom lenses,
each with an effective focal length of 89 mm, were used
to implement the 4f system. The excellent optical
performance of the tester permits pixel-to-pixel matching of the input data page to the detector array. A
Kodak CCD with 1536 3 1024 pixels and 9-mm pixel
spacing integrated into a Princeton Instruments
Model ST138 camera was used.
For the experiments two different photorefractive media were used: a 15 mm 3 15 mm 3 8 mm
LiNbO3:Fe crystal and a 9.8 mm 3 9.8 mm 3 9.8 mm
SBN:Ce crystal. To achieve maximum recording we
used two standard geometries. The LiNbO3:Fe crystal was used in 90° geometry with the c axis at 45° to
the object and reference beams. The molar dopant
concentration was 0.02%, and the absorptivity of the
crystal at a wavelength of 514.5 nm was 0.8 cm21.
The SBN:Ce crystal was used in transmission geometry, that is, both the object and the reference beams
enter the medium through the same surface and the
c axis parallel to this surface ~X cut!. The mole percent of Ce was 0.02%, and the absorptivity was 1.7
cm21 at a wavelength of 514.5 nm. The object and
the reference beams were ordinary polarized at all
times. The reference beam was a plane wave with a
6-mm diameter. We erased the crystals before experimental runs by heating them to 200 °C for 1 h to
redistribute the trapped electronic charge and erase
all previous holograms.
The phase mask was a six-level phase plate16 fabricated by means of writing with a laser on a substrate
coated with photoresist. The substrate on which the
phase mask was written was also antireflection coated
before writing the phase mask. This phase mask was
composed of a 256 3 256 array of linear 36-mm pixels.
The mask was purely random in one direction and pseudorandom in the other @the only allowable phase difference between neighboring pixels is 6~py3!#. Each
phase pixel was registered with the corresponding amplitude pixel in the data mask to avoid errors in the
retrieval of the data page caused by diffraction effects
coming from the edges of the phase pixels. When the
phase mask was imaged carefully on the data-mask
plane, every data pixel contained a constant random
phase ~from the corresponding phase pixel!.
If the phase mask were to be translated along the
optical axis or parallel to the data–mask plane, the
field distribution at the data-mask plane would not
only have multiple phase contributions but also intensity variations that distort the 1s and 0s when the
image was retrieved by the CCD. To eliminate these
unintended diffraction effects, we aligned and registered the two pixel arrays by imaging the phase mask
onto the data-mask plane with a telescopic system of
magnification equal to 1. The phase mask was
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Here it is assumed that a hologram evolves during
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Fig. 2. BER of transmitted images as the six-level phase mask
was translated along the optical axis from the nominal plane with
respect to the data mask. A translation of only 100 mm produced
several hundred errors in the reconstructed image.

mounted on a six-axis translation system with three
orthogonal translational stages, two tilt axes, and one
rotational axis. To show how critical the diffraction
effects from phase pixels can be, we performed an
imaging experiment in which high-quality fused silica was substituted for the crystal and the phase
mask was translated along the optical axis from its
nominal object plane. The results are displayed in
Fig. 2, where the BER in the output image caused by
diffraction is shown as the phase mask was translated along the optical axis. Defocusing the mask by
only a few times its pixel size had already generated
hundreds of errors in the reconstructed data image.
3. My# Experiments

The My# provides information on how a holographic
data-storage system is performing in terms of dynamic range. It is a constant for a given material
and recording condition.17,18 Mathematically the
My# is defined as the constant of proportionality between the square root of the diffraction efficiency h
and the number of holograms M:
My# 5 Îh M.

(1)

For a photorefractive crystal the My# can also be
written in terms of the recording slope A0ytr of a
single hologram and the erasure-time constant te:
My# 5
2096
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where A0 is the saturation strength of the hologram,
tr is the characteristic recording time, and te is the
characteristic erasure time.
Phase masks change the way in which energy is
distributed in the medium, modifying the object–
reference-beam interaction in the recording process.
This produces a different modulation depth for the
low- and high-frequency components, which varies
the strengths of the written diffraction gratings. On
the other hand, if a phase mask is introduced into the
4f system the compound profile of the data-plusphase mask at the Fourier plane tends to look like a
broad slow-varying two-dimensional sinc function,
creating a more uniform modulation depth throughout the entire Fourier plane.
We measured the My# to determine if, because of
the phase mask, this more equalized modulation
depth in the Fourier plane enhances the dynamic
range of the system. For this experiment the phase
mask was aligned as closely as possible with the SLM
data page. The total laser output was kept constant
and equal to 70 mW. Two different experiments had
to be done to obtain each My# value, according to Eq.
~2!.19 The first was a measurement of the recording
slope of a single hologram A0ytr, and the second a
measurement of the erasure-time constant te of that
particular hologram. The value of A0ytr was obtained directly by measurement of the diffraction efficiency h of a hologram as a function of the recording
time. All the different values of A0ytr were consecutively recorded by use of angular multiplexing.
The measurement of te required a more elaborate
experiment. During multiplexing, holograms that
are recorded first are erased as subsequent holograms are written. Thus, to measure the te of the
target hologram, it is necessary to illuminate the recording medium with both the reference and the object beams. Exposing the material to both beams at
the same time implied recording additional holograms, causing cross-talk effects that could lead us to
a wrong value of te. If the material were to be illuminated alternately with the object and reference
beams, the experiment would take a prohibitively
long time. To avoid these two problems, we performed the measurement of te with the medium exposed to randomly changing object and reference
beams. The reference-beam angle was varied
within a 2° range, and the object-beam illumination
changed as the data-mask position was moved within
a range of 3 pixels, in its original plane. Measuring
the diffraction efficiency h several times during the
erasure process allowed us to extract the value of te.

Fig. 3. My# as a function of object–reference-beam intensity ratio
in LiNbO3:Fe with and without a six-level phase mask. Both
measured and fitted values are displayed.

Fig. 4. My# as the modulation depth was varied in SBN:Ce with
and without a six-level phase mask. There is no significant improvement in the performance of the system when the six-level
phase mask is used.

The diffraction efficiency was derived from the ON
pixels at the CCD.
To obtain the object-beam intensity at the recording medium we determined the area in which the
energy was distributed at the Fourier plane. We
normalized the area for all the configurations analyzed in this study so that the experimental results
could be compared. The area considered is within
the first null of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of a single data pixel that, in our experiment,
was approximately 0.0625 cm2.
First, we studied the LiNbO3:Fe crystal in the 90°
geometry. A graph of the My# as a function of the
ratio between the object- and the reference-beam intensities is shown in Fig. 3. To obtain the My# curve
we fitted the erasure time constant te as a function of
the total intensity at the recording medium to a
straight line; and the recording slope A0ytr was best
fitted to a third-degree polynomial ~although there is,
in principle, no physical reason for this!. Between
each erasure measurement the crystal was annealed
at 200 °C for 1 h. As the object-beam power increased, the total intensity at the recording medium
decreased, since losses in the object-beam path were
20 times larger than those in the reference-beam
path. These extra losses are associated with beam
collimations and the OFF pixels of the mask. It is
clear from Fig. 3 that, although there was an optimal
beam ratio, there was no noticeable improvement in
the My# when the phase mask was used.

The same experiment was performed with SBN:Ce
in the transmission geometry. Figure 4 shows the
My# as a function of the ratio between object-beam
and reference-beam intensities with and without the
six-level phase mask. As with LiNbO3:Fe, there was
no major change in the My# values for the two configurations. However, note that the My# values for
LiNbO3:Fe with and without the phase mask were 1
order of magnitude larger than for SBN:Ce. One
reason for this difference is the presence of an additional transport mechanism in LiNbO3, namely, the
bulk photovoltaic effect.
From these experimental results one can conclude
that having a phase mask in the 4f holographic system yields no improvement to the system dynamic
range despite the difference in which object-beam
energy was distributed at the Fourier plane. An explanation for these unexpected results is that these
holograms are stored not only at the Fourier plane
but in the entire volume encompassed by the reference beam. Right at the Fourier plane, without the
phase mask, the object-beam energy is stored mainly
in the low-frequency components. If the reference
beam contained a similar intensity, low-frequency
component gratings would be strong but those developed in the rest of the plane would be very weak,
resulting in low diffraction efficiency of the highfrequency components. As the dc peak propagates
inside the recorded hologram, the energy is more efficiently distributed, so the strength of the gratings is
10 April 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 11 y APPLIED OPTICS
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page, the improvement in the value of My# with a
phase mask should be noticeable. The volumetric
nature of the holograms when they are written in
thick crystals tends to wash out this effect.
4. Bit-Error Rate Experiments

Fig. 5. Diffraction efficiency measured at different cross sections
of a recorded volume hologram with and without the six-level
phase mask. The origin of the x axis corresponds to the beginning
of the scan. The diffraction efficiency drops dramatically at the
Fourier plane when no phase mask is used, yet reaches its highest
value at this plane if the phase mask is in the system.

higher and more uniform in all the frequency components. This leads to a stronger diffraction efficiency
in planes away from the Fourier plane. With the
phase mask the object-beam energy distribution is
much more uniform, resulting in strong gratings over
all the Fourier plane and throughout the volume that
resulted in high diffraction efficiencies.
To show this effect we recorded a single hologram
by use of a large reference beam. During readout
the reference beam was masked by a 1.7 mm 3 12
mm aperture to reconstruct separately thin slices of
the hologram ~which were parallel to the Fourier
transform plane! and to study the diffractionefficiency evolution through the different planes.
This experiment was repeated under identical conditions with and without the six-level phase mask.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. The object-beam
intensity at the recording medium was 45.4 mWycm2,
and the reference-beam intensity was 1.17 mWycm2.
The recording time was 10 s. When the phase mask
was not used and the recording took place at the
Fourier plane, there was a plane ~the Fourier plane!
in which the diffraction efficiency decreased rapidly
as a result of the weak gratings formed by the highfrequency components. When the phase mask was
used the Fourier plane possessed the highest diffraction efficiency along the entire hologram.
We expect that, for holograms recorded in thin media and at the Fourier transform plane of the data
2098
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According to the unexpected My# results, the dynamic range of a holographic system in a 4f configuration and a thick recording medium is the same with
or without a phase mask. The My#, however, contains no information on the image fidelity of the
hologram. We need to determine the distribution of
the intensities of all data pixels in the image and
measure the BER to study the image fidelity of the
hologram ~using histograms!. Figure 6 shows histograms of two holograms recorded under the same
conditions, where the My# was reasonably large:
1.6. If there were no noise, all the 0 and 1 pixels
would have the same brightness, and the histograms
would have two delta functions. By fitting the tails
of the 1 and 0 distributions to Gaussians, we can
obtain the BER with the global-threshold technique.7
The histogram shown in Fig. 6~a! corresponds to the
hologram recorded in LiNbO3:Fe by use of the sixlevel phase mask and has a BER of 2.8 3 1028.
When an identical hologram was recorded without
the phase mask, the histogram shown in Fig. 6~b! was
such that the 1 and the 0 distributions lay on top of
each other, and the error rate was close to 50%.
To measure this effect more carefully we exposed
the LiNbO3:Fe crystal with just the object beam,
starting from a thermally erased condition. After
each illumination period ~0.245 Jycm2! the transmitted image was measured with the CCD camera.
This experiment was conducted for three different
configurations of the 4f arrangement ~see Fig. 1!: ~a!
using the six-level phase mask and recording at the
Fourier plane, ~b! using no phase mask and recording
at the Fourier plane, and ~c! using no phase mask but
with the centers of gravity of the crystal at 1 cm and
also at 2 cm behind the Fourier plane of the lens
system.
The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 7. Curve ~a! corresponds to recording at the
Fourier plane without a phase mask; curve ~b! corresponds to recording at the Fourier plane without a
phase mask but with the recording medium placed 1
cm behind the Fourier plane; curve ~c! corresponds to
using the six-level phase mask and recording at the
Fourier plane; curve ~d! corresponds to using no
phase mask and recording with the medium 2 cm
behind the Fourier plane. If one wants to store more
than one hologram with a tolerable BER, recording at
the Fourier plane without a phase mask must be
avoided. By analyzing the initial BER for all the
configurations ~before any object-beam exposure!, we
realized that the BER is very low ~10215–10213! without a phase mask in the system. Aligning the phase
mask is very time consuming, and only after very
careful alignment could the initial BER be reduced to
values of the order of 1026. This sensitivity to alignment is mainly due to the diffraction produced by the

Fig. 6. Histograms corresponding to two holograms recorded at
the Fourier plane in LiNbO3:Fe ~a! with a six-level phase mask and
~b! without a phase mask. The My# is 1.6 in both cases. With
the phase mask, the BER is of the order of 1028. When the
hologram is recorded at the Fourier plane without the phase mask,
the material saturation is such that the output page cannot be
successfully decoded.

higher phase steps in the random direction, and we
believe that it could be reduced somewhat by a phase
mask that is pseudorandom in both directions. In
addition, a fill factor less than 100% on the amplitude
SLM would help to block the phase-step transition
regions between phase pixels. Additional interpixel
cross-talk effects caused by the presence of a phase
mask20 contributed to increasing the initial BER.
As the integrated photon flux over exposure time
increased inside the recording medium, the situation
in which the material was 2 cm behind the Fourier
plane was the most resistant to saturation, followed
by the case in which the phase mask was used.
There are two drawbacks that need to be considered
when holograms are written with the medium behind
the Fourier plane. First, the hologram size is larger
than at the Fourier plane, therefore decreasing the
volumetric density. Second, recording outside the
Fourier plane can possibly make holographic storage
systems with removable media more difficult. In addition, when the material is out of the Fourier plane

Fig. 7. BER degradation as a function of the integrated photon
flux over the object-beam exposure time for four cases measured in
the 4f configuration: ~a! Recording at the Fourier plane without a
phase mask. ~b! Recording 1 cm away from the Fourier plane
without a phase mask. ~c! Recording at the Fourier plane by use
of a six-level phase mask. ~d! Recording 2 cm away from the
Fourier plane without a phase mask.

the reference beam has to be large enough to encompass all the frequency components to reconstruct the
image with the same fidelity. Since storage density
is a key parameter, we believe that having a phase
mask in the system is the better solution.
The same experiment was repeated without the
phase mask in the object beam and with the crystal at
the Fourier transform plane subjected to reference
beam exposure. After an integrated photon flux in
the LiNbO3:Fe crystal of 8 Jycm2, the BER increased
slightly from 10210 to 1028. We infer that the observed image degradation in the holograms was
mainly caused by the high-intensity region of the
data-bearing object beam at the Fourier plane and
was unaffected by the presence of the reference beam.
To check this we investigated whether any additional saturation effects could be observed when reconstructed holograms are measured instead of
transmitted images. Two different situations were
analyzed: storage at the Fourier transform plane by
use of the six-level phase mask and placement of the
recording medium 2 cm away from the Fourier plane.
Again, the recording medium was LiNbO3:Fe. Holograms were written with the same object and reference power and the same exposure time as in the
previous imaging experiment. A comparison between images and holograms is shown in Fig. 8 for
10 April 1998 y Vol. 37, No. 11 y APPLIED OPTICS
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object-beam energy improved as the high-intensity
peak propagated through the crystal, so the effects
observed at the Fourier plane were averaged with
those at other parts of the crystal.
The necessity of storing holograms either outside
the Fourier plane or at this plane but with a phase
mask became evident when BER degradation was
measured as a function of the integrated photon flux
over the exposure time. The use of an appropriate
phase mask or storage outside the Fourier plane resulted in similar fidelity, allowing a trade-off between
the complexity of alignment and the storage density.
Although a phase mask does not noticeably improve the dynamic-range performance for a thick
crystal, it permits recording in the Fourier plane of
the optical system, resulting in an increased storage
density and removability of the media. These are
both desirable features of a holographic storage technology.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the BER degradation for images and holograms recorded with the same object-beam exposures ~0.245
Jycm2!. The LiNbO3:Fe crystal was placed 2 cm behind the Fourier plane.

the configuration for which the LiNbO3:Fe crystal
was 2 cm away from the Fourier plane. The results
with the phase mask were similar. The horizontal
axis corresponds to the integrated photon flux over
the exposure time ~object beam only!. We observe
that both the images and the holograms started to
deteriorate after the same exposure time. When
storage was 2 cm behind the Fourier plane, a BER
greater than 1026 occurred for an integrated photon
flux of approximately 10 Jycm2, whereas for the sixlevel phase mask holograms and images started to
degrade at approximately 6 Jycm2. This implies
that the source of degradation came from the distortion caused by the high-intensity components of the
object beam at the Fourier spectrum.
5. Conclusions

The My# of a 4f digital holographic data-storage system with and without a six-level phase mask has
been measured for different object–reference-beam
intensity ratios at a constant total laser power.
These experiments were performed in LiNbO3:Fe and
SBN:Ce. No major improvement in the My# was
found when a phase mask was used, despite a much
more uniform energy distribution at the Fourier
plane. We demonstrated that, in these thick materials, holograms are recorded not only at the Fourier
plane but in the whole volume illuminated by the
reference beam, and therefore the uniformity of the
2100
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